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Name: ________________________________  Date: _________________________

Directions: 

In the book Let’s Go Rock Collecting you learned all about rocks!  Test your 
knowledge below.  Match the word to the definition.  Write the correct letter on 

the line next to the word.

___collection

___ layer

___ grainy

___ igneous

___ magma

___ lava 

___ volcano 

___ sediments

___ crystal

___ gravel 

___metamorphic 

___ pressure

G. a section of 

something that 

alternates with a 

different material from 

top to bottom

H. having grains or a 

texture resembling 

grains

I. hot, liquid matter 

beneath the earth's 

surface that cools to 

form igneous rock

J. hot, melted rock that 

erupts from a volcano

K. solid material that 

settles to the bottom of 

a liquid; in geology, 

material deposited by 

water, wind, or ice

L. having to do with a 

change in form

A. a clear kind of 

rock that has a 

regular shape, like a 

diamond

B. having to do with 

rocks formed by a 

volcano or other 

source of great heat

C. a loose mixture of 

small stones, 

pebbles, and 

sometimes sand

D. a steady force 

upon a surface

E. an opening in the 

earth's crust through 

which melted rock, 

ash, and gases are 

forced out

F. a gathering of a 

group of things of 

the same type
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Answer Key

G. a section of 

something that 

alternates with a 

different material from 

top to bottom

H. having grains or a 

texture resembling 

grains

I. hot, liquid matter 

beneath the earth's 

surface that cools to 

form igneous rock

J. hot, melted rock that 

erupts from a volcano

K. solid material that 

settles to the bottom of 

a liquid; in geology, 

material deposited by 

water, wind, or ice

L. having to do with a 

change in form

A. a clear kind of 

rock that has a 

regular shape, like a 

diamond

B. having to do with 

rocks formed by a 

volcano or other 

source of great heat

C. a loose mixture of 

small stones, 

pebbles, and 

sometimes sand

D. a steady force 

upon a surface

E. an opening in the 

earth's crust through 

which melted rock, 

ash, and gases are 

forced out

F. a gathering of a 

group of things of 

the same type
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Directions: 

In the book Let’s Go Rock Collecting you learned all about rocks!  Test your 
knowledge below.  Match the word to the definition.  Write the correct letter on 

the line next to the word.

___collection

___ layer

___ grainy

___ igneous

___ magma

___ lava 

___ volcano 

___ sediments

___ crystal

___ gravel 

___metamorphic 

___ pressure


